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Introduction

• The importance of private wells

• The importance of quality of drinking water

• The variation of the quality of ground water

• The related health risk 

• The need of environment health agencies
oeducate well users

o support decision-making with information on the spatial and 
temporal variation of contaminants



Study Area

• A: Gaston County;

• B: spatial distribution 

of geocoded wells; 

• C: presence of total 

coliform; 

• D: historical data on 

inorganic 

contaminants 2012-

2017.



A Web-based Spatial Decision 
Support System for Monitoring 
the Risk of Water Contamination 
in Private Wells
the previous research



How to identify the transition 
of threshold lines in both 
spatial temporal extent?

1,235 private wells from 2011 to 2017



Animated Map

• Seven threshold lines for yearly interval

• Animated threshold lines in time sequence 

• Highlight the current stamp and the first past stamp 

o other past stamps are dark colored

• The interactive timeline to indicate the current stamp

• Generated threshold lines 

o web feature service (WFS) 

o ArcGIS JavaScript API 4.14.



Animated Map
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Space-time cube

• Threshold lines

• A space-time cube 
o above certain height of the 

o the temporal axis 

o the maximum boundary of the change extend

• The planar and vertical on the 3D map

• Relative location of each threshold line

• Interaction including rotating, panning, and zooming

• Layers 
o be published as web scene

o ArcGIS JavaScript API 4.14 for the interface



Space-time Cube
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Discussion and 
Conclusion

Our web-based interactive space-time 
visualization of groundwater quality is 
accessible and straightforward for wells 
owners to monitor the contamination 
status around their wells.

This visualization also can be applied to 
educate public other environment health 
concerns, such as air pollution. 

The future study could implement web 
processing service to allow generate real-
time threshold lines with new updating 
data from environment health agencies or 
well owners themselves.
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Questions?


